
AN (UN)ORIGINAL LIM ITED SERIES



...and who better to play the gay, gun-carrying, redneck with a mullet 
than the original misguided eccentric... Andy Dick.

“Tiger King” has topped over 5 Billion minutes WATCHED,
 making it one of the MOST POPULAR documentaries OF ALL TIME.

PEOPLE WANT MORE!

LOGLINE

TIGER DICK

CLICK TO WATCH!

SIZZLE

An outrageous biopic 

of Joe Exotic that 

morphs into a tragic 

behind-the-scenes 

biopic of Andy Dick 

clawing for his first 

EMMY.

https://vimeo.com/428307129/0d7332da0c


After years of a tumultuous relationship with Hollywood, Andy Dick, sober 

and ready for his comeback, has landed the role of a lifetime: Joe Exotic 

in “The Joe Exotic Show” (TJES)! This is his last chance to be back on top 

and finally earn a much-deserved Emmy. All he has to do is keep his eye on 

the prize and not let his personal life affect the show. But who are we kidding, this is Andy Dick. 

The Great Wall of China couldn’t keep his personal life private. 

The Producers of TJES have put their new Network on the line with the hope that Andy will lead them to Award The Producers of TJES have put their new Network on the line with the hope that Andy will lead them to Award 

Season and solidify their place in the Streaming Wars. The Network hedges their bets by bringing on 

well-respected actress, Molly Shannon, as Carole Baskin. There’s just one problem--the on-screen dynamic of 

Joe and Carol reignites a deep-seated grudge between Molly and Andy. Bright-eyed actor Paris Dylan, playing 

Joe’s husband John Finlay, is caught in the cross-fire along with other cast and crew.

“Tiger Dick” follows the production of the fictional “The Joe Exotic Show.” But what’s not fictional is Andy “Tiger Dick” follows the production of the fictional “The Joe Exotic Show.” But what’s not fictional is Andy 

Dick’s self-sabotaging ways. Andy begins to lose his grip on reality and descends into maddness. In the end, 

his life fuses with the gun-slinging, gay tiger man, and a broken Andy wrestles with what reality he’s 

actually in. 

WHAT IS TIGER DICK?



CHARACTERS

“This is my own little 
town. I’m the mayor, the 
prosecutor, the cop, and 
the executioner.”

“I’m GONNA WIN AN 
EMMY BECAUSE 
ANDY DICK GONNA 
DO REAL GOOD. ”

“I CAME TO HOLLYWOOD
with BIG DREAMS and aspirations. 
BUT I DON’T WANT to JUST ACT. I 
WANT TO SAVE THE WORLD.”

“Joe tAught 
me how to 
love.”

"Hey all you 
cool cats 
and kittens."

“No I don’t hate 
you in real life. 
I’m method 
acting.”

“DON’T F* THIS UP ANDY!”

AS

AS

AS

ANDY DICK

PARIS DYLAN

JOHN FINLAY

M OLLY SHANNON

CAROLE BASKIN

JOE EXOTIC



“THE JOE EXOTIC SHOW WORLD (TJES)” - Joe, John, and Travis get married! Joe gives a speech and sings a song. 
Meanwhile their Tiger ring-bearer goes missing! 
“BEHIND-THE-SCENES WORLD (BTS)” - After wrapping the film day of wedding scenes, Andy gets 

jealous of actor Paris Dylan (John) hitting it off with the actor playing Travis. (90% TJES / 10% BTS)
EP1

EP2

EP3

EP4
Joe and Carole are in court. Carol is awarded Joe’s Zoo. 
Andy stays behind because he has a court hearing in the next courtroom over. Still in 

Joe Exotic wardrobe, he appears before a judge and is sentenced to 200 hours of 

Anger Management classes along with community service for the elderly.

Travis shoots himself. Joe holds a Funeral for him: sermon, SONG and bad wal-mart meat provided.
He’s already flirting with a new guy over travis‘ casket. 
Andy brings his kids to set and delivers a powerful performance during the touching 

Sermon scene. The TJES Producers whisper to each other that Andy is going to win an 

Emmy for his acting. The cast, including Molly Shannon, and crew all clap for Andy 

when he’s done with his emotional monologue. 

Joe and John spy on CarolE Baskin hoping to find dirt and build a case against her. Carol catches them both and they 
have to escape her zoo!
Paris holds a screening of a “Murder Reenactment Show” TV appearance and invites the 

TJES actors, director, producers... except Andy. However, he shows up to remind Paris 

that Andy's the star, but is surprised to see the cast and crew so he tries to take 

back the spotlight. (80% TJES / 20% BTS)

(70% TJES / 30% BTS)

(60% TJES / 40% BTS)



Joe talks with a hitman about taking out Carole Baskin, and tries to find John the perfect Birthday gift.
With the pressure of chasing the Emmy and bad press from the court appearance, 

Andy starts to unravel on set, igniting an old rift with Molly Shannon. Producers 

and the Director scramble to keep the peace. (50% TJES / 50% BTS)

EP5

EP6

EP7

EP8
With no budget left, half the crew quits, causing the show to be filtered down to a 

Live Stage Performance at a small theater. The Producers frantically try to salvage 

TJES, as Andy goes full Black Swan, losing his grip on which reality he's in...

Andy transforms into Joe Exotic, gives the performance of a lifetime, and burns 

down the theater. Literally. (0% TJES / 100% BTS) 

Joe and John make a political campaign MUSIC video. 
Andy, internalizing Joe’s problems with his own, purposefully sabotages the other 

actors’ performances, pissing off Molly further. Andy demands a throne and a giant 

tiger, as whispers of “TJES” being over-budget and canceled percolate.  
(20% TJES / 80% BTS)  

Joe ACCUSES CAROLE OF BURNNG DOWN  HIS ALLIGATOR PEN.
Producers deliver on Andy’s ridiculous requests, but not to his liking. Andy and Molly 

wrestle to the ground, causing her to QUIT! With an uncomfortable cast and crew, 

Andy demands the show must go on! (5% TJES / 95% BTS) 

Lorem Ipsum
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